CALL FOR PAPERS. CRONICA TRIBUTARIA “NEW ERA”

Crónica Tributaria, a legal academic journal edited by the Institute for Fiscal Studies since 1972, begins a new era with the purpose of consolidating its academic character and further increase its scientific quality and visibility.

Along with other changes, it will now be published online with open access, and will also accept manuscripts in Spanish or English.

The aim of the journal is to promote the dissemination of research on Tax Law and Public Finance. It constitutes a space open to academics and practitioners in the field.

Preferred topics for publication include, but are not limited to, the following areas:

- International perspectives on direct and indirect taxation.
- Climate change and other environmental taxation instruments.
- Tax Law and technological evolution.
- Rights and guarantees of taxpayers.
- Tax decentralization and fiscal federalism.
- Evaluation and quality of public spending.

Crónica Tributaria accepts academic articles and reviews on recent fiscal or tax law publications. All manuscripts must comply with the standards published at: https://www.ief.es/Destacados/publicaciones/revistas/CT.vbhtml on the presentation of originals and should be sent to the following address: cronicas.tributaria@ief.hacienda.gob.es.

Manuscripts will be subject to a peer review process.

With this call for papers we invite all academics in the area of Tax Law and Public Finance to send their research for publication in Crónica Tributaria.